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Taking the Pulse of Construction at a Pivotal Time
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Industry Performing Well, Despite the Times
Across all provinces covered by the national industry survey, over half of industry respondents said their
construction businesses performed very or moderately well during 2021, while the large majority of the rest
said performance was at least satisfactory. Responses varied by province, with nearly two-thirds of Nova
Scotia respondents in the “very or moderately well” category, but only a little shy of half of Saskatchewan
respondents.

Business Performed
Very or Moderately
Well in 2021

Data was collected though an online survey
February 8-24, 2022, among members and
construction industry contacts of Merit Canada
in B.C., Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario and
Nova Scotia.
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The Biggest Challenges Ahead in 2022
While performance was generally strong in 2021, the Canadian construction industry is confronting a range of
challenges in 2022. That includes the now perennial issue of worker shortages, but also increasingly daunting
supply chain challenges that are being experienced across the country. With increased costs and project
delays, supply chain constraints and the shortage of people are impacting both the industry and its customers.
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Business Performance Expectations in 2022
Very few respondents expect to see less work this year, and a plurality expect to see more. In combination with
a skilled worker shortage, this will drive continued strong wage growth for construction workers. Nearly a
quarter of industry respondents foresee wage increases of more than five per cent in 2022.
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As Canada careens over a demographic cliff, the competition for talent is intense.

Most Commonly Cited Effects of Wide-Spread Labour Shortages (% of employers experiencing)
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Turning Down Work
Placing More Focus on Retention Initiatives

The Pandemic Has Taken
its Toll on People
How has the mental health and wellness
of your construction-industry colleagues
changed during the pandemic?
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Top-Ranked Ways
Government Can Help with
Labour Shortage
#1

Provide greater tax
incentives for employers
to train workers

#2

Fund more trades training
spaces at colleges and
technical institutions

#3

Make it easier for
skilled tradespeople to
immigrate to Canada

#4

Invest in programs
targeting underrepresented populations
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Sponsor international
recruitment campaigns and
trade missions for construction
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Performance and Impacts:
How the Provinces Compare
The Merit Canada survey results reveal a lot of commonality in terms
of challenges faced and solutions proposed in construction, but no one
provincial experience or dynamic is precisely like another. Comparative
province-specific results on some of the key issues are below.
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Construction InSites covers issues and current
developments relating to the construction
sector federally and within the provinces
represented by Merit Canada. It is produced
regularly for member contractors, policy makers
and commentators, and for all Canadians
with an interest in workplace democracy,
accountability and transparency within one
of the nation’s most important industries.
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